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Shifting modes of governing:
Reflecting upon state school
inspection in Norway
The seminar will address shifting modes of governing, by critically investigating how state school inspection policy in Norway is currently changing,
represented by new mixtures of tools and frameworks (Baxter et al., 2015;
Hall, 2016, 2017; Hood, 2007; Maroy, 2012). Previously, the state inspection
framework emphasized control of legal compliance, and to little extent
expressed performative modes of governing (Hall & Sivesind, 2015). Under
the current framework, policy actors such as school inspectors utilize the
handbook for school inspection, School-Self Evaluation documentation, as
well as multiple fixed templates to make their legal judgments (UDIR, 2013).
The study draws on the concepts of dynamic policy frameworks and tools,
which have also undergone considerable shifts in many other European
contexts (Baxter et al., 2015; Hood, 2007). Qualitative analysis of observation
data from inspections in compulsory schools shows that such templates
rigidly steer employment of the inspection handbook, where completing
the inspection process overshadows supporting schools in complying with
legal statutes and regulation (Hall, 2017). Finally, the study suggests that the
inspection process should focus more on policy learning and supportive
modes of governing, rather than mere compliance control and performativity. Thus, it raises questions concerning the use of limited resources aimed
at completing routine supervision, rather than supporting schools in their
struggle to understand and make better use of regulation and the state
inspection framework.
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